Be part of our interdisciplinary team!

If you value **self-reliant work** and are interested in the challenge of **taking on project responsibility** immediately after graduation and **gaining further qualifications** within the framework of **applied research projects**, AMT is the right place for you.

As a scientific research assistant at AMT, you will have the opportunity to work and conduct research in an interdisciplinary team with a **high level of industry relevance**. Our proximity to industry gives you direct contacts to industry and enables you to build your professional network that will support you in your further career. We offer you numerous opportunities for **professional development** and qualification including presenting your research work at relevant conferences.

At AMT, you will be part of a **committed and interdisciplinary team** and will not only be able to advance research, but will also be able to make a real contribution to the **transformation of the mining industry** - in order to make it future-proof, i.e. even safer, economically efficient, responsible towards the environment and society and thus socially accepted.

If you have a degree in engineering and we have made you curious, we look forward to receiving your unsolicited application. Simply contact us by e-mail!

Current vacancies can be found in the RWTH Job Exchange.